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OCT. RECAP
We love fall, it’s the best
season of the year!

CALENDAR
Make sure to read about
the upcoming events in
November on page 2.

Quick Tips:
Headaches
If you missed our Head to
Toe event, we’ve got you
covered.

OCTOBER RECAP
October finally brought us some
top-notch fall weather. 50s, partly
cloudy, pants and long sleeve
enjoy a day at the apple orchard
kind of weather. I love fall. There’s
so much balance. Not too hot, not
too cold, get out and play or stay
in and drink hot cider. It also helps
that the Vikings are 6-2…
This past month also gave us a
great opportunity to reach out to
the Sioux Falls community through

fairs. The Health Connect Fair and
the Holistic Health Fair provided
great platforms to introduce more
people to how chiropractic care
can help them live healthier.
I love fall, but winter’s coming. Stay
warm, get adjusted, and enjoy the
holidays!

Movember is here,
Collin DeWitt DC

GRASTON
Get to know more about
Graston Technique on
page 5.

FOR YOUR INFO
See what the month of
November is all about.
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COMMUNITY EVENTS:
NOVEMBER 8-9TH – Monster Jam at the
Premier Center
NOVEMBER 10TH – Nike Cross Regionals
Heartland
NOVEMBER 11TH – Veteran’s Day
NOVEMBER 14TH – Trans-Siberian
Orchestra
NOVEMBER 21-24TH – Disney on Ice
NOVEMBER 28TH – Thanksgiving
NOVMEBER 29TH – Parade of Lights

“To plant a garden is to believe in
tomorrow.”
-

Audrey Hepburn

UPCOMING KCC-SPONSORED
EVENTS IN NOVEMBER:

6th

8th

Low back
management class at
Active Generations

Head to Toe: Neck
Pain

22nd
Head to Toe: Shoulder
Pain
3-4pm at KCC

3-4pm at KCC

Planting a garden takes
work but it’s so rewarding in
the end. Cultivating your
health is no different. Put in
the time, energy and
resources and you’ll find
yourself in a better place in
no time!
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QUICK TIPS:

HEADACHES

WHAT CAUSES THEM?
There are a few different reasons
headaches occur. According to Mayo
Clinic, there are four main factors that
contribute to a headache.
1.
2.
3.
4.

Your brain’s chemical activity
Your nerves and blood vessels
Your head and neck muscles
Your genetics

Although those are 4 very different
factors, it only takes one to contribute
for a headache to occur. Each of
these factors, or a combination of
multiple, as well as other symptoms are
what doctors and researchers use to
categorize headaches into certain
types/names.

PRIMARY HEADACHES
Cluster Headaches – Occur in clusters
with periods of remission in between
clusters. Each cluster can last for weeks
or months and periods of remission can
last for months or years. Within each
cluster, headaches occur on a routine
basis, causing severe one-sided pain.
Migraine Headaches - Occur when
“triggered” by an outside stimulus.
These headaches affect one or both
sides of the head, feel like a severe
throbbing/pulsing pain, last between 4
and 72 hours, and can be
accompanied by aura (visual or
auditory phenomena).

QUICK TIPS
Factors
Brain chemistry
Nerves and vessels
Muscle tonicity
Genetics
1o Headaches
Cluster, Migraine,
Tension headaches
Caused by one or
more of the 4
factors.
2o Headaches
Brain freeze, Spinal,
Thunderclap
headaches.
Sign of an underlying
issue.
What to do
Primary HA – manage
through chiropractic
and medical care.
Secondary HA – most
will subside.
Thunderclcap
headaches require
immediate medical
attention.

Tension Headaches - Typically described
as a tight band or tension around the
head. These headaches typically affect
both sides of the head with pain that is
mild to moderate.

SECONDARY HEADACHES
Secondary headaches occur as a
symptom of a different condition. An
easy example is a “brain freeze” which is
caused by eating ice cream too fast.
When you remove the cold ice cream,
the headache goes away. Here’s two
more examples:
Spinal Headaches – Common with
people who have just had a spinal
tap/lumbar puncture, these headaches
are caused by a leak of spinal fluid.
Spinal headaches typically resolve
within 24 hours, but if they last longer
than 24 hours, seek medical attention.
Thunderclap Heaches – Striking
suddenly, severely and reaching a peak
pain level within 60 seconds, these
headaches require immediate medical
attention. Thunderclap headaches are
a sign of a brain bleed, blood clot in the
brain, or a stroke.

WHAT TO DO
With all primary headaches, routine
chiropractic care can help lower the
intensity, frequency and duration of
each. However, migraine and cluster
headaches are best managed by a
prescription from your primary care.
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FOR YOUR INFORMATION, NOVEMBER IS:

MILITARY FAMILY MONTH
NATIONAL ADOPTION MONTH
NATIONAL DIABETES AWARENESS MONTH
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Learn about:
GRASTON TECHNIQUE

What is Graston Technique?
Graston Technique utilizes 6 main stainless-steel tools, which are either concave or convex shaped
with beveled edges. We use these tools to skim over painful areas of soft tissue to detect injuries and
then treat them. Employing cross-friction scraping/massage and working across the scar tissue grain,
we are able to break up the stiff fibers contributing to your symptoms. The massaging also causes
temporary inflammation, which introduces more blood to the area and promotes healing.

What does Graston help treat?
Graston Technique enables us to break down scar tissue and release fascia restrictions that may
have occurred as a result of soft tissue trauma, such as a pulled tendon, ligament or fascia, or
strained muscle. This creates an environment better suited to soft tissue healing and typically provides
patients with an increased range of motion and reduction in discomfort after just one session.
Issues we successfully treat using Graston Technique include:
o

Low Back Pain

o

Plantar Fasciitis

o

Tennis Elbow

o

Neck Pain

o

Tendonitis

o

Carpal Tunnel

o

Painful scarring

o

Muscle Strains

o

So much more

